
“Our ability to partner with DISCO to work faster and 

smarter for our clients has been a differentiator for 

our firm. We know that with DISCO, our managed 

review projects will be on time and on budget, which 

empowers us to quickly bring our clients new ideas 

and data that help them win.”

— Jason Nittel, Litigation Technology Manager

DISCO Review
Delivering high quality reviews guaranteed to be on budget and on time  

As data volumes have exploded with the rise of electronic files, 
document review has become the most costly, resource-inten-
sive, and time-consuming part of the discovery process. Rather 
than finding innovative ways to address the surge of data, tradi-
tional managed review providers continue to rely on antiquated, 
error-prone workflows designed for paper documents. As a 
result, clients regularly pay exorbitant sums for work product 
that is no better than what they could have gotten a decade ago. 

DISCO is changing the standard for managed review. DISCO 
Review offers proven, repeatable, and defensible technolo-
gy-driven processes that reduce costs, manpower require-
ments, and overall review time. Our team of experts leverages 
the powerful DISCO platform and cutting-edge AI workflows to 
deliver managed reviews that are 60% faster than the industry 
average, with improved accuracy.

Review types:
Litigation
DSAR for GDPR compliance
PII and data breach
Internal investigations
Second requests and antitrust matters
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The benefits

Faster reviews
With a platform that is 10x faster than legacy tools, DISCO review-
ers are never limited by the speed of their technology. Addi-
tionally, just-in-time batching ensures DISCO reviewers receive 
batches that contain similar documents likely to receive the 
same tags. With these batches, reviewers don’t have to context 
switch between each document, and can make tagging deci-
sions faster. DISCO reviewers average 88 docs/hr, which is 60% 
faster than the industry average of 55 docs/hr. 

Better quality results
Integrating DISCO AI tag predictions into quality control work-
flows ensures mistakes are caught quickly and improves overall 
accuracy. Using real-time dashboards, our project managers 
monitor reviewers’ tagging decisions at the beginning of the 
review and compares them to DISCO AI’s predictions to identify 
identify reviewers who may need more training. Additionally, the 
managed review team QCs all documents where the reviewer’s 
decision conflicts with that of the DISCO AI to catch miscoded 
documents. 

Guaranteed costs 
DISCO Review’s increased speed and accuracy offers some-
thing unprecedented in the managed review space: predictable 
timelines and pricing. Our team consistently delivers reviews 
that are on time and on budget — and we’ll even put a guarantee 
in your contract. You don’t pay a penny more than the amount 
we guarantee, and you don’t pay for any work completed after 
your guaranteed deadline.

Key metrics

80%
of clients repeat  
within 90 days

88 
docs/hr

57%
reduction  
in QC time

Natural document 
distribution

DISCO AI prioritized review 
distribution

How it works

DISCO AI
DISCO employs continuous learning to help our team find 
responsive documents faster. Much like recommendations on 
Netflix, DISCO AI identifies similar characteristics of the docu-
ments tagged as responsive and bubbles up more documents 
like them. Our tag predictions get smarter with every tagging 
decision the reviewer makes.

“Just-in-time” batching
Rather than creating batches at the beginning of a review, DISCO 
creates batches on the fly. When a reviewer requests a new 
batch of documents, DISCO creates one filled with the docu-
ments that DISCO AI predicts are most likely to responsive based 
on its most up-to-date algorithm. 191202


